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Abstract—Bitcoin and blockchain in general is a hot topic nowadays. In the paper we propose a
quantum empowering of this technology and show how to speed-up the mining procedure using the
modiﬁed Grover’s algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computing is a hot modern topic of Theoretical Computer Science. Theoretical research
in this area started in the last decades of the previous century. Yuri Manin and Richard Feynman were
one of the ﬁrst famous researchers who proposed this area of research in the 1980s. Recent results
in quantum computations and quantum technology achievements brought theoretical results to the
practice. The appearance of the so-called IBM-Q device created a new quantum computer science
community and gave it a tool to verify the known theoretical ideas and algorithms. Another hot area in
applied computer science is the blockchain technology. Clearly, that it will be interesting to check out
what opportunities can quantum computation theory and quantum technology give to the blockchain
technology. For instance, there were several proposals on empowering Bitcoin Electronic Cash System
with quantum technologies (see, e.g. [1–3]), as well as on possible attacks on this system [4].
In this paper, we consider the natural idea of applying Grover’s quantum search algorithm to the
general blockchain technology (for mining). So, the paper is devoted to developing and testing this idea
for the blockchain technology.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In the classical case, the complexity of searching in an unstructured data set of size n is O(n), e.g., in
the worst case, we have to look through all the records. The well-known Grover’s algorithm [5] allows
solving this problem in O(
√
n) steps. Thus, if we have 40 bits and we need to ﬁnd a combination that
satisﬁes a certain condition, then in the classical case we need to process about 1 000 000 000 000
diﬀerent combinations, whereas the quantum algorithm will yield a result in about 1 000 000 queries. We
brieﬂy recall the structure of the algorithm.
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